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Edited by S. C. Wadsworth, A. K. H. Dawood, N. R.
Morgan, and D. K. Micklewright (North Weald, Harlow,
Essex, England). An unexpected winter storm caused the

cancellation of a Canadian UAV flight on April 30, 2011. As
the storm system affected Central and South America,

American airmen in Panama were expecting to fly a Boeing
RC-135V-40. On April 29, a United States Air Force Super

Cobra crashed into the Pacific Ocean during a refueling
mission, and on the same day, a Canadian UAV crashed into

the Ontario countryside, and a U.S. UAV crashed into a
mountain lake in Afghanistan. Why Is Flying Dangerous?

The history of flight has been marked by air mishaps,
including the crashes of planes and helicopters that have
taken thousands of lives. But flying doesn't have to be

dangerous. Aviation Safety and Survival Skills provides a
comprehensive series of articles and videos that explain basic
aviation safety. Many of the concepts are also highlighted in

the video, especially in the segment about proper bailout
procedures. The topics cover everything from proper traffic

pattern flying to "Oh, no!" moments. This safety video
includes several videos from the FAA that explain the

fundamentals of aviation safety and how they can help to
prevent accidents from occurring. The information provided
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is general and is not intended as specific advice, guidelines,
or recommendations for a particular situation. Every flight

situation is different and we recommend consulting a
professional before attempting any procedures mentioned in
this video. In the United States, FAA regulations provide a

list of the responsibilities of pilots, owners, and operators of
unmanned aircraft. There are three U.S. legal classes of

drones that correspond to their different levels of risk: Civil
UAVs (aka UAS, aka Micro-Unmanned Aircraft Systems)
are not currently subject to FAA regulations; they are not

allowed to fly beyond the operator’s visual line of sight, and
there are no regulations governing their altitude or flight path.

Commercial UAVs are subject to FAA regulations. They
must be operated within visual line of sight (though they may

be below 400 feet AGL) and at altitudes not to exceed 400
feet AGL. Military UAVs are subject to FAA regulations and
must be operated at altitudes not to exceed 400 feet AGL and

within visual line of sight. These UAVs may fly at any
altitude not to exceed 400 feet above
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